
Light up Your Back Yard and Your Life

Remember fireflies' mesmerizing glimmer,

chasing their sparkle and marveling in their

radiance? Time seemed to slow down and

there was something hypnotic about that

twinkle that made you relax, breathe and

feel the expanse of the summer night. Now

you can have that same feeling with a

major innovative technological break-

through--- Creativations Fireflies.

The fascination of fireflies and their effects

can be found in all cultures. In fact, Aztecs

used the term firefly metaphorically, 

meaning a spark of knowledge in a world

of ignorance or darkness. Just fifteen 

minutes watching these amazing life-like

firefly-lights dancing in the night sky, you'll

relax, unwind, and who knows what sparks

will be rekindled. 

Creativations Fireflies mechanisms are

precisely balanced to create a fluid, 

natural motion.  It took over fifteen years 

of product engineering, testing and rocket 

science, to develop this sophisticated,

high-quality patented lighting effect that 

is powered by micro-motors 

and aerodynamics.
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It's All Done with Special Wires

The random, natural movement of
Creativations Fireflies is no accident. This
product uses sophisticated ultra-fine-gauge
wires meticulously wound together and
coated in a rubberized compound to create
a unique "spring tension" and random
movement patterns. These wire 
assemblies are connected to specially-
mounted intricate microprocessor fans,
which are the source of movement for the
Fireflies. These fans are remarkable micro-
machines and are rated to operate for an
unprecedented 25,000 continuous hours.
So precise is their mechanism, that no
more than a soft whisper of sound can 
be heard. 

Creativations Fireflies plug into any indoor
or outdoor outlet and can be easily hung
indoors or along hillsides, in trees, bushes,
or between two high objects in a just a few
minutes. For best results, place in a dark
area without interference of ambient light.

The Color of Creativations Fireflies 

The Creativations Fireflies utilize pure
spectrum color, Light Emitting Diodes
(LED's) that are custom-made to stringent
electroluminescence specifications and are
specifically manufactured for Creativations
to produce the exact color glow and inten-
sity of real Fireflies.  

The LED's are permanent, and will never
burn out or blow. Fireflies found in nature
produce a very rare chemical called
luciferin that causes the highly distinctive
firefly glow. This same chemical has unique
luminescent characteristics that have been
used by NASA scientists to illuminate
instrument panels used on the 
space shuttle.  

The uses for Creativations Fireflies are 
limited only by your imagination -back yard
picnics, weddings, commercial use by
caterers, restaurants, hotels, tropical 
gardens, museums, romantic rendezvous,
dining alfresco, only-kid-on-the-block party
sensations;  bringing the relaxing glow of
nature into austere office environments, or
even outside city dwellers' windows. No
matter how you use Creativations Fireflies,
you will develop a fascination for their
relaxing hypnotic glow.

Creativations Fireflies elicit oohs and ahhs
from guests and are only fully appreciated
when experienced in person. You have
nothing to lose because they come with a
30-Day money back guarantee. A vacation
to that special lake or mountain where you
first experienced fireflies could eat up a
whole paycheck or more, however
Creativations Fireflies are less than a day
at the spa or a trip to a therapist with a low
introductory price tag of $98.00 (standard
pricing is $145.00).  

Rocket Science Brings Glowing Peace and Serenity to Your Own Backyard

with Relaxing Realistic Robotic Fireflies

Total Length                               21.5 feet / span
Power Supply:                            110 AC converted to 4.5V DC
Operating Temp:                         45oF to 95oF
Spectrum LEDs:                          Luciferin Yellow
Microprocessor Fans:                  2400 RPM
Safety Approvals:                        UL/CUL 
Warranty: 30 Day money back

Product Specifications

To Order, go to www.fireflies.tv

Distributed by:  Avenstar, Inc.
910 Hampshire Road, Suite X
Westlake Village, CA   91301
Phone:  805 418-6178
Fax: 978 383-5821
www.fireflies.tv
service@fireflies.tv
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